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Abstract. Explanation-awareness in Case-Based Reasoning system de-
velopment aims at making such systems smarter in interactions with
their users. When using Linked Data for case acquisition from text one
aspect of being smarter is the provision of evidence for the trustwor-
thiness of the acquired cases. The Trustworthiness of such cases relies
not only on the provenance of the text but also on the provenance of
the used ontological knowledge. Users can only assess the quality of the
case-based reasoner’s results, i.e., the cases, if the system provides prove-
nance information and if such a system can justify its results. In fact,
explanation capabilities very much rely on provenance information.
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Explanation-awareness in Case-Based Reasoning system development aims at
making such systems much smarter in interactions with their users. It looks at
new ways to guide software designers and engineers to a purposeful explanation-
aware software system by making their designers and engineers explanation-
aware [14]. Systems that intend to exhibit explanation-awareness must be more
than simple reactive systems. When the word “awareness” is used in conjunction
with the word “explanation” it implies some consciousness about explanation.
When a system exhibits explanation awareness, it is capable of reasoning about
explanations. When we use the word aware make a strong statement about
the capabilities of the entity described. As being knowledgeable is central to
being aware, some kind of reasoning capabilities, or intelligence, is implied. Thus,
whether we aim at creating computer systems that are explanation-aware—or
provenance-aware for that matter—such systems must regard explanations and
provenance information from the knowledge level [11].

It has been established that there is a certain explanation quality in the use
of cases as explanations [5]. The general argument being that a similar past case



will contain additional information, which (together with the target informa-
tion asked for) provides a context around the target information that should
be viewed as a situation-oriented explanation. However, there are also the other
knowledge containers [12] related to CBR, i.e., vocabulary, similarity measures,
and adaptation knowledge, that can be tapped into for providing additional ex-
planation capabilities [17]. As soon as the vocabulary container is not a closed
container anymore, but linked to the Web of Data, provenance issues such as
source of information, ownership and authorship arise and need to be dealt with.

Taking the term “provenance-awareness” one of the questions coming to mind
probably is: “Who needs to be aware?” Surely designers and users of such software
systems, e.g., CBR system developers and knowledge engineers, and the users
of the respective CBR system. CBR system developers need to provide means
for integrating provenance information and knowledge engineers need to model
provenance information or make it available to the CBR system user.

The Linked Open Data project is a Semantic Web effort using the Web (i.e.,
Web standards such as HTTP, URIs and RDF) to connect related data that was
not previously linked together [3]. One of the most visible examples for Linked
Open Data is DBpedia, “a community effort to extract structured information
from Wikipedia and to make this information available on the Web”. Govern-
ments and organisations have begun to provide Linked Data in vast amounts.

In [15], Roth-Berghofer et al. describe that case models published as Linked
Open Data can be interconnected to information from various data sources.
Thus, they can be enriched with additional knowledge from other ontologies.
Combining SCOOBIE, an ontology-based information extraction system [1],
and myCBR, a tool for rapid prototyping of similarity-based retrieval applica-
tions [18], allows leveraging available knowledge of the Web of Data for acquiring
cases from texts. As standard ontology representation formalism for expressing
the case model the Resource Description Framework language (RDF) [19] was
chosen, where meaning is expressed by facts encoded in sets of triples [2].

Representing a case model in RDF results in URIs for each attribute and
its possible values. If an HTTP request of these URIs delivers RDF triples with
additional information about the resource identified with this URI and if several
URIs in multiple web domains are interlinked with special types of predicates
(e.g., owl:sameAs) whether they represent a similar resource, we talk about
Linked (Open) Data .

Generating cases from texts using Linked Data from the Web of Data pro-
vides new challenges. Textual case-based reasoning (CBR) systems that com-
bine Linked Data from different sources are faced with quality and trust issues.
These issues have been recognised and are already addressed by the Semantic
Web community (e.g., [10, 9] and by the Web of Data community (e.g., [7]). Both
communities provide terminologies for explicitly describing provenance informa-
tion such as source name, date and author(s) of original information and any
updates. Typically, based on the provenance information the quality is assessed.
But the vocabularies have lots of weaknesses still and tools are missing.



As soon as CBR system developers and knowledge engineers rely on Linked
Data they need to have a vocabulary and tools to express provenance informa-
tion. They as well as need to provide access to that information for the final
recipient of provenance information, the CBR system user who should not only
be aware of that kind of information but should demand it.

myCBR provides some general means for extending the vocabulary knowl-
edge container and for accessing it in order to support CBR system users with
knowledge about the used terminology [16], namely concept explanations. A con-
cept explanation links concepts unknown to a user to already known concepts.
It is a comprehensive description in the form of a definition, an example, or
a reference to further characterisations, for which any kind of medium such as
text, images, audio, or video can be used.

CBR system users can only assess the quality of the case-based reasoner’s
results if the system provides access to provenance information and if such a
system can justify its results. The users might have questions about the history
of the case model, which part of the case model was generated by the knowledge
engineer and which part comes from other sources. They might ask about why,
where, and how provenance information came to pass.

In database research, Buneman et al. [4] distinguished exactly this: why-
and where provenance. Why-provenance provides information on the origins that
were involved in computing a result, and where-provenance describes the location
of the source. Green et al. [6], finally, added how-provenance, which describes
how the origins were involved in the computation. These questions are directly
feeding into why- and action explanations [13, 17].

Making CBR system developers and knowledge engineers provenance-aware
is one step in the direction of making a CBR system provenance-aware. As soon
as such CBR systems have provenance information they can act upon it, giving
the CBR system user a feeling of how trustworthy a case is or if the data on
which the case relies has lost its reliability, as Linked Data today may be different
from Linked Data tomorrow [8]. Last but not least, provenance information is
also be a good opportunity for triggering maintenance operations.
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